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ABSTRACT

This article argues for a pluralist, integrative, ‘post-Washington Consensus’
view of an East Asian financial architecture in the post-global crisis world.
What are the key architectural problems and how might such problems be
resolved? The article aims to address these general questions and to develop
a policy-applicable theory about a post-crisis regional financial architecture
by focusing on the case of East Asia. The generic problems identified in the
study include sovereignty, power struggles, structural diversity, collective
action problems and weak regional identity and norms. Herein, I present
a conceptual model of logically possible solutions to such problems, which
comprises principled minimalism and host regulation, decomposition and
issue linkage, and informal intermediaries. The proposed solutions reflect
and reinforce the normative fragmentation and decentralization of global
financial governance in the twenty-first century.

KEYWORDS

Asian regionalism; post-Washington consensus; global governance; financial
co-operation; normative fragmentation; institutional design.

INTRODUCTION

In discussions of the future of the international monetary order, East
Asia looms large. The region’s growing economic power, rising polit-
ical influence and, more significantly, increasing regional financial co-
operation, enhance its potential to remake the international monetary or-
der in the post-global crisis world. Notable progress has been made in East
Asia’s collective efforts to design a regional financial architecture since the
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SOHN: TOWARD NORMATIVE FRAGMENTATION

recent global financial crisis. The Chiang Mai Initiative Multilateralisation
(CMIM), the Asian Bond Market (or Fund) Initiative (ABMI or ABFI) and
the proposal of an Asian Currency Unit (ACU) and Asian Financial Stabil-
ity Dialogue (AFSD) are among the key regional initiatives. However, the
decade-old proposed Asian financial architecture appears to lag far behind
the current European one, which evolved through a roughly half-century-
long process of political bickering, setbacks, progress and inertia.1 It also
seems to fall short of the loftier ambitions of pan-Asianists. Yet, despite all
of the skepticism and hype, in practice, financial co-operation in East Asia
has advanced further than that in other developing regions. The pursuit by
the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) of a GCC monetary union, the African
Union’s call for an African Monetary Fund, and the efforts of the Union
of South American Nations (UNASUR) to establish a common currency
contrast East Asia’s modest but tangible achievements, which reinforce
the emerging trend of financial regionalism in the developing world.

What problems might institutional designers encounter and how can
such challenges be met? Focusing on East Asia to answer these general
questions, this article aims to develop policy-applicable knowledge and
theory about a post-crisis regional financial architecture. The purpose of
the article is neither to test the explanatory power of general theories of
regional (or international) co-operation nor to provide specific technical
suggestions about a regional financial architecture. Rather, it is to develop
conceptual models of policy instruments, which draw on multiple theo-
retical traditions. Specifically, it seeks to identify subclasses of a generic
problem encountered in the process of Asian financial co-operation and
to develop a model of logically possible solutions instead of searching
for specific solutions. The policy-applicable knowledge advanced herein
represents and reinforces the normative fragmentation (or the absence of
a new global consensus) of global financial governance today, challeng-
ing neo-liberal one-size-fits-all approaches, in particular, the Washington
Consensus. The article’s aim is to illuminate the usefulness of pluralist
and integrative approaches (not substituting for policy analysis) in both
the sound and comprehensive diagnosis of problems and the formulation
of possible policy responses to them in the post-global crisis world. This
study thus attempts to engage in more active dialogue with two groups:
the wide range of scholars who, going beyond their narrow subfields, con-
duct enquiries into the post-crisis world economy, and policy specialists
who would benefit from combining policy-applicable theory with their
technical knowledge.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. The following
section provides a brief overview of recent developments in the East
Asian financial architecture. The focus is on post-global crisis financial
regionalism in East Asia, as a considerable literature has accumulated
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REVIEW OF INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL ECONOMY

on pre-global crisis Asian financial co-operation (Amyx, 2004; Dieter and
Higgott, 2003; Grimes, 2009; Hamilton-Hart, 2003; Hayashi, 2006; Hen-
ning, 2002; Higgott, 1998; Kawai, 2005; Lincoln, 2004; Sohn, 2008). The
second section identifies key generic problems with the Asian financial ar-
chitecture from prominent realist, liberal and constructivist perspectives.
The third section lays out logically possible solutions to such problems,
including principled minimalism and host regulation, decomposition and
issue linkage, and informal intermediaries. The conclusion summarizes
the main findings and situates them within a broader perspective.

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE POST-GLOBAL CRISIS ASIAN
FINANCIAL ARCHITECTURE

Past scholarship in the international political economy field has explained
the origin of East Asian financial regionalism from different theoretical
perspectives. The analyses vary in their relative attention to power (real-
ist), efficiency (liberal) and ideas (constructivist).2 Realist approaches tend
to emphasize the role of structural power or the balance of power in the
genesis of the East Asian financial architecture (Grimes, 2009; Kirshner,
2007; Sohn, 2007). They trace institutional origins to: (1) power rivalry
among China, Japan and the United States, which often use institutions
as convenient tools of statecraft; or (2) the region’s defense mechanism
(or counterweight strategy) against international financial crises or the
aggressive behavior and destructive policies of the dominant player out-
side the region. Scholarly work taking a liberal perspective highlights the
creation throughout East Asia of institutions to manage the growing eco-
nomic interdependence of nations in the region and to pursue efficiency
or joint benefits (Amyx, 2004; Eichengreen, 2006; Ito, 2007; Kawai, 2005;
2009; Shirono, 2009; Spiegel, 2009). The liberal economic discourse focuses
on the functional need for new institutions to deal with common problems
(e.g. exchange rate instability) and to achieve higher welfare gains (e.g.
more effective use of Asian savings) for the region.3 Social constructivists
hold that the origins of institutional preferences can be traced to converg-
ing norms, identities and legitimacy (Higgott, 1998; Lee, 2006; Sohn, 2005;
2008; Stubbs, 2002). They argue that East Asia’s normative emphasis on a
consultative, flexible and incremental approach, as opposed to an ideolog-
ical, universal and rule-binding one, and a regional identity based upon
shared experiences of (semi-) colonial rule and state-led development,
have contributed to the voluntary and self-paced nature of Asian finan-
cial regionalism, as well as the exclusion of the US from the key regional
financial initiative.

What is new in East Asian financial regionalism in the aftermath of the
2007–2008 global financial crisis? The global financial upheaval appears
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SOHN: TOWARD NORMATIVE FRAGMENTATION

to have provided the impetus needed to revitalize the region’s project.
Although no enormous breakthroughs have been made, modest progress
has been achieved in a number of regional financial initiatives. First, great
efforts have been made to broaden and deepen regional bond markets. At
the Eleventh ASEAN+3 Finance Ministers’ Meeting in 2008, ASEAN+3
countries endorsed the second ABMI roadmap, which calls for the cre-
ation of taskforces for the promotion of issuance and demand for local
currency bonds, and improvements in regulatory frameworks. They also
agreed to make periodic self-assessments of their progress in promoting
the ABMI. In May 2009, East Asian governments decided on the establish-
ment of the Credit Guarantee and Investment Mechanism (CGIM), with an
initial capital of $US500 million. The CGIM is intended to support the is-
suance of local currency-denominated corporate bonds to further develop
Asian bond markets. Such collective efforts aim to effectively utilize the
considerable pool of Asian savings for Asian development projects and to
shield the region from external vulnerabilities or economic shocks by cre-
ating more robust and diversified local capital markets, thereby lessening
the region’s heavy reliance on the banking sector.

Another noteworthy initiative is the call for an Asian version of the
Financial Stability Forum (FSF) to strengthen regulatory and supervisory
co-ordination among the region’s central bankers and financial regula-
tors. The establishment of an AFSD was first proposed by Asian Devel-
opment Bank (ADB) President Haruhiko Kuroda, who envisioned it as
an early warning system to improve surveillance of Asian financial mar-
kets. Although the AFSD is yet to be officially established, its proposal
has garnered significant attention and support among Asian academics
and practitioners. Advocates of the AFSD emphasize the complementary
(not competitive) relationship between the AFSD and the FSF (now the Fi-
nancial Stability Board) and have offered policy suggestions regarding the
institutional structure of the AFSD and its working relationship with the
ASEAN+3 Financial Ministers’ Meeting (Kawai, 2009; Kawai et al., 2009;
Plummer, 2010; Setboonsarng, 2009).

However, relatively little progress has been made in the more demand-
ing task of exchange rate policy co-ordination, which may require much
greater co-ordination efforts compared with the development of the ABMI
and the CMIM. ASEAN+3 countries have considered a common exchange
rate regime, within which their respective exchange rates would be man-
aged with a common reference, namely, a common basket of external
and internal currencies (comprising, for instance, the US dollar, the euro
and key Asian currencies). Such a system would help to reduce the mis-
alignment and instability of their exchange rates and intraregional ex-
change rates. To prepare for a common reference, the ADB proposed an
Asian Currency Unit (ACU), a basket of ASEAN+3 currencies. An ACU
index would be useful in measuring the joint movement of East Asian
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currencies and the divergence of individual local currencies from the re-
gional average, thereby facilitating policy dialogue and co-ordination. The
ADB-led initiative to launch the ACU index, however, was frustrated by
some East Asian governments due to their view that the ADB should not
decide currency weights within an ACU index. Now that all East Asian
countries have agreed on their contribution to the CMIM (as will be dis-
cussed below), the ADB may use these CMIM shares as weights in the
construction of an ACU index (Kawai, 2009: 26).4

More substantial progress has been made in the development of a re-
gional liquidity support facility, which is designed to deter currency specu-
lation and manage currency crises or contagion. East Asian countries have
transformed the Chiang Mai Initiative (CMI) into a single multilateral
framework. Key elements of the CMIM, including surveillance, reserve el-
igibility, commitment size, borrowing quota and an activation mechanism,
have been finalized in the wake of the global financial crisis. The total size
of the CMIM, governed by a single contractual agreement, has been in-
creased from $US80 billion to $US120 billion. More importantly, the recent
crisis could push regional actors into making an important compromise on
a politically volatile issue, namely, the allocation of the CMIM contribution
(or voting power) to strengthen the regional defense mechanism against
systemic instability. In May 2009, two dominant powers, China and Japan,
reached an agreement under which China (including Hong Kong) and
Japan would become the largest co-equal contributors. Under the CMIM,
the threshold for approval – more than two-thirds of the total votes is
needed to approve some key decisions – was set high enough that neither
Japan nor China alone is able to block disbursement. China, Japan and
ASEAN have acquired an approximately 28 per cent voting share each,
with South Korea receiving a 14 per cent voting share, making it almost
impossible for big countries to act alone or to block decisions made by a
majority of other countries.

Despite the region’s significant efforts to upgrade the liquid support
facility, the CMI (now the CMIM) was not activated during the recent
global crisis. When South Korea experienced an attack on its currency in
the fall of 2008, the Korean government did not utilize the CMI swap line
or the IMF lending facility. Instead, the Korean monetary authority signed
a $US30 billion swap arrangement with the US Federal Reserve Board and
expanded swap arrangements in yen and renminbi with its Japanese and
Chinese counterparts, respectively. Such unwillingness to use the CMI is
related to the Korean government’s grave concern about the linkage of the
CMI with the IMF, which requires that CMI member countries drawing
more than 20 per cent of their respective swap lines engage in an agreement
with the IMF. Because of the lingering bad memory of the ‘IMF crisis’ in the
Korean public mind, the Korean government was reluctant to invite the
IMF in again. The unease regarding the IMF linkage, and the IMF lending
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SOHN: TOWARD NORMATIVE FRAGMENTATION

policy in general, is shared by other nations in the region and those beyond
it.

Such problems have generated three distinct but interrelated responses.
First, the IMF quickly revised its lending facilities to accommodate the
political concerns of potential borrowers, in sharp contrast to its actions
during the Asian financial crisis. In October 2008, the IMF temporarily in-
troduced a Short-term Liquidity Facility (SLF) to allow a country hit by a
liquidity crisis, despite having healthy economic fundamentals, to use IMF
loans without ex ante conditionality. In March 2009, the IMF replaced the
SLF with the Flexible Credit Line (FCL), which permits strong-performing
members to access IMF loans without prior review or ex ante conditionality
(IMF, 2009). The Asian Policy Forum, an informal track-two intermediary
in the region that includes leading Asian research experts, made more
radical recommendations for East Asian leaders, proposing that (1) the
CMI should be delinked from IMF programs; (2) there should be no condi-
tionality, such as the IMF’s SLF; and (3) the CMI should be supplemented
with bilateral contributions from economies inside and outside the region
(ADBI, 2009: 9). East Asian governments responded to the problem of
the CMI–IMF linkage by stepping up their efforts to create an indepen-
dent regional surveillance mechanism. Regional actors are aware that the
elimination of the IMF linkage is not necessarily desirable until the re-
gion develops its own surveillance capacity. In the view of some Asian
countries, the IMF’s institutionalized surveillance mechanisms, which the
ASEAN+3 currently lack, mean that loans are more likely to be repaid.
ASEAN+3 countries are in the process of working out the details of the
governance structure and location of a regional surveillance unit. Until
such an independent unit is established, an interim surveillance arrange-
ment, developed by the ADB and ASEAN Secretariat, is in force.

WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES? THEORETICAL
PERSPECTIVES ON ARCHITECTURAL

DESIGN PROBLEMS

In principle, there is a growing consensus on the desirability of an East
Asian financial architecture. Astute observers have noted, ‘A strong case
for regional monetary integration tends to be taken for granted in Asia’
(Chung and Eichengreen, 2007: 11). More recently, non-Asianist commen-
tators have also made a strong case for regional monetary funds, given
the ‘multipolar’ world in which the diffusion of interstate power and
concomitant increasing number of veto players are likely to make global
consensus harder to reach (Desai and Vreeland, 2011). In reality, however,
East Asia faces politically and economically daunting tasks, which raises
the question of the feasibility of the region’s ambitions. This section lays
out several prominent challenges, including power struggles, sovereignty,
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REVIEW OF INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL ECONOMY

collective action problems, structural diversity and weak regional identity
and norms. These problems are widely recognized but receive different
emphases from Asia observers, depending on their theoretical perspective.

Those taking the realist perspective tend to treat power struggles and
sovereignty as key constraining variables. They contend that the fierce
competition between Japan and China for regional leadership could make
regional financial institutions fragile. Japan and China still regard them-
selves more as rivals than as partners. On a related point, according to the
hegemonic stability thesis, a benign hegemon may have strong incentives
to organize international institutions by exercising leadership and provid-
ing public goods. The absence of a single preponderant power in East Asia
may further complicate collective efforts to design regional institutions. At
this juncture, neither a rising power (China) nor a reigning power (Japan
or the US) appears to be capable of playing the sole leadership role.

The issue of sovereignty is another main obstacle. Political sensitiv-
ity to sovereignty runs high in Asia. Few observers anticipate that East
Asia’s governments will renounce their monetary sovereignty and policy
autonomy to pursue higher levels of regional policy co-ordination in the
near future. Although liberals and constructivists are keenly aware of the
sovereignty problem, they do not subscribe to the view that sovereignty
(as well as geopolitical rivalry) is an insurmountable obstacle. Rather, they
hold the cautiously optimistic view that nation-states would be rendered
more tractable if greater economic interdependence yielded greater po-
tential joint benefits of monetary co-operation among them (liberal) and
a pan-Asian identity and regional norms emerged over time (construc-
tivist). However, realists remain highly pessimistic about the issue and
place relatively greater emphasis on sovereignty than on other factors
when discussing hurdles to financial regionalism.

Liberals argue that collective action problems and structural diversity
(heterogeneity) can be serious obstacles to the development of a regional
financial architecture. Collective action problems arise when self-interested
individuals fail to choose beneficial co-ordinated actions. While actors
may act rationally in protecting their own interests, they can undermine
the ability of groups to provide public goods. For instance, despite the
functional need for regional exchange rate regimes, Asian countries may
fear their vulnerability to exploitation by others (defectors or free riders).
If all countries co-operate to ensure collective appreciation vis-à-vis the US
dollar and the euro, then all will experience greater exchange rate flexibility
and stability. However, if one state defects to increase its own international
price competitiveness by resisting currency appreciation, then regional
exchange rate co-ordination will collapse.

Another daunting challenge is structural diversity across the region.
Among the commonly identified obstacles are differences in industrial
structure, financial sector development, capital account openness, policy
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SOHN: TOWARD NORMATIVE FRAGMENTATION

framework and national regulatory capacity. There is some disagreement
among liberals over the severity of such structural problems. Pessimists
(e.g. Sally, 2010) contend that structural fragmentation significantly con-
strains Asian actors from developing regional institutions. In contrast,
optimists (e.g. Kreinin and Plummer, 2008) hold that structural conver-
gence is important but not a prerequisite, even for an ambitious form of
regional financial architecture, that is, a monetary union.5

From the constructivist perspective, the robustness of a regional iden-
tity and regional norms is critical for the creation and consolidation of an
East Asian financial architecture. A potentially unstable or weak Asian
identity and lack of regional norms may pose challenges to the region’s
collective efforts. Although Asian resentment against the post-Asian crisis
IMF reforms helped in the development of Asia’s sense of itself as a com-
mon (potential) victim in relation to Western power, thus increasing the
relational identity of Asia versus others, the effect of the 2007–2008 global
financial crisis on a pan-Asian identity remains to be seen. Political tension
over historical issues and disputed territories remains a potential threat to
the construction of a regional identity.

In terms of norms, a shift from the Washington Consensus to norma-
tive fragmentation invites both opportunity and uncertainty. Normative
fragmentation, driven by international financial crises (especially the re-
cent one), has given East Asia greater autonomy and bargaining power
vis-à-vis the US and the EU with regard to the redesign of the international
monetary system. At the same time, however, East Asia has been strug-
gling to find an alternative model of financial governance in the post-crisis
world. It appears to be neither sure of the appropriateness of new over-
arching global regulations (or universal standards) nor ready to act as a
key innovator by replacing the old global norms with regionally tailored
ones.6 Establishing a single set of regulatory norms that are appropriate
for all East Asian countries will be extremely difficult, given their different
economic structures, financial needs and institutional capacity. Whether
and how convergence toward similar norms might be achieved by East
Asian countries is the primary concern of constructivists.

SOLVING EAST ASIA’S PROBLEMS: CONCEPTUAL
MODELS OF POLICY INSTRUMENTS

This section argues for several logically possible solutions to the above-
mentioned generic problems. Such solutions, which draw on several the-
oretical traditions, include principled minimalism and host regulation,
decomposition and linkage, and informal intermediaries.7 It is important
to note here that a general logical structure is not a strategy in itself but
only the starting point for developing a strategy to fit a specific situation.
Policymakers should convert the abstract model or the policy-applicable
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theory into a specific strategy. It should also be noted that the proposed
generic approaches focus on manipulable processes and variables over
which policymakers can exercise some leverage, rather than macrostruc-
tural variables, such as international power distribution and macroeco-
nomic structure, which practitioners cannot engineer effectively.

Principled minimalism and host regulation

The present study advocates a minimalist approach to regional institu-
tions. This sovereignty-sensitive realist approach addresses philosophical
differences regarding the issue of regional super-regulation vis-à-vis strong
national regulations co-ordinated on a regional basis. It is hard to build
a single set of rules and norms that would be appropriate and effective
for different Asian countries, for all of the reasons outlined by realists, lib-
erals and constructivists. Competition for power, sovereignty, free riders,
structural diversity, a weak regional identity and lack of regional norms
may impede the creation of an overarching regulatory regime in the re-
gion in the foreseeable future. Even if a single regional standard were to
be created, national enforcement and compliance would vary with na-
tional priorities and/or enforcement capacity. Rather than developing a
single set of regulatory standards, Asian countries may prefer to adopt
the least controversial principles possible, with which all member coun-
tries must comply, while allowing countries to go beyond those principles
and concomitant regulations if they wish. A country that is focused more
on financial stability than on financial innovation (or development), for
instance, would not only be required to meet regionally co-ordinated min-
imum principles and standards for the Asian bond market, but would
also be allowed to apply stricter regulations to the financial activities of
both national and foreign institutions. The implementation of the Asian
Bond Fund 2 (ABF2) reflects the logic of principled minimalism. The pace
and timing of the opening of the ABF2’s eight single-market funds – each
investing in local currency sovereign and quasi-sovereign bonds issued
in their respective markets – to investors varied across jurisdictions. In-
dividual Asian states were allowed to identify market impediments in
stages and deal with them at their own pace (Ma and Remolona, 2005: 85).
Under principled minimalism, sovereign states are expected to deal with
regulatory issues in a regionally agreed-upon principled manner but to
be consciously minimalist where they lack confidence in their decisions
on particularly controversial issues and do not wish to impose sweeping
rules on their counterparts in the region.

The logic of the principled minimalist approach is consistent with the
broad idea of host (as opposed to home) country regulation. The argu-
ment in favor of host regulation is that all financial entities, while engag-
ing in financial activities nationally, must be regulated locally (Warwick
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Commission, 2009). A Korean bank, for instance, could no longer operate
in Malaysia as a branch, regulated for the most part by the Korean author-
ity (i.e. home country regulation of global rules), but would be regulated
in Malaysia as a stand-alone bank with sufficient capital for its activities
in Malaysia. If an international hedge fund with headquarters in the Ba-
hamas wanted to raise funds from Japan, China, or Singapore, or to invest
in any of these countries, then it would need to have a locally regulated
entity. The capital of all these local entities would be subject to nationally
focused rules (or host regulations) and be able to withstand a failure of the
parent company in the home country.

The host regulation approach is consistent with the newly emerging
view that decoupling domestic rules from international ones does not
generate more instability (Moschella, 2010; Rodrik, 2009; Walter, 2008).
In this revisionist view, the universal character of international rules is
a liability rather than an asset in the process of domestic implementa-
tion, as a single set of international rules is not applicable to fundamen-
tally different local circumstances: effective regulation and supervision are
possible with a more country-tailored approach despite divergence from
some core standards of the existing international financial architecture.
Hence, the logic of host regulation and principled minimalism departs
from the rationale underlying the standardization process occurring in
the aftermath of the Asian financial crisis. One of the key measures of
post-Asian crisis international financial co-operation was to bring the do-
mestic financial system of emerging markets in line with international
standards, namely, the Anglo-Saxon model. This was based on the as-
sumption that the diffusion of international financial standards, modeled
upon those of Western countries, would help to ensure domestic and in-
ternational financial stability. However, following the recent sub-prime
mortgage crisis that erupted in the US, rather than an emerging market, an
intellectual rethink is taking place. The generic solutions advanced in this
study are consistent with new intellectual trends, which stress the need for
greater policy flexibility and divergence from the neo-liberal international
standards.

Although host regulation with principled minimalism is not a perfect
solution, it is more suitable for the Asian context than a single, treaty-based
institution for several reasons. First, as mentioned above, it is unfeasible
or even counterproductive to apply a single set of regulations to very
different countries in the region, even though strong regional institutions
appear to be conducive to ensuring effective multilateral constraints on
behavior. If history is any guide, then the poor fit of universal regulations
with diverse local conditions may generate such problems as low-quality
compliance or mock compliance, as in the case of East Asia’s compliance
with the post-Asian crisis international financial standards. Andrew Walter
(2008) convincingly argues that some East Asian states only pretended
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to implement international standards after the Asian crisis because the
implementation costs for influential domestic groups were too high.

Second, as the negotiation of the Basel Accord (global banking stan-
dards) has shown, national regulators can end up producing a patchwork
of rules that protect domestic interest groups (Oatley and Nabors, 1998) or
dominant-country interests (Simmons, 2001) rather than the system as a
whole. Oatley and Nabors (1998) claim, for example, that the Basel Accord
reflects the interests of US politicians, who actively responded to voter de-
mand for stricter prudential banking regulations that did not undermine
domestic competitiveness with Japanese competitors.

Moreover, universal regulations based on a transitory commonality of
issues in rapidly changing financial markets may turn out to be fragile
and inappropriate. Even highly intelligent regulators with the best of in-
tentions may fail to design perfect financial regulations that are resilient
to changing financial markets. For example, the Basel I and II, the most
prominent regulatory standards in the banking industry, have proved to
be inappropriate in light of the recent global financial crisis (Roubini, 2009;
Tarullo, 2008). By overlooking the macroprudential dimension of regula-
tion – individual banks may appear sound but the financial system as a
whole is unsafe – these international agreements have generated systemic
risks. Some regulatory models may work better than others, but it is ex-
tremely difficult to know which one is best a priori. Rodrik (2009) aptly
notes, ‘Given the risk of converging on the wrong solutions yet again, it
would be better to let a variety of regulatory models flourish’.

While emphasizing host regulation and principled minimalism, the
proposed approach stresses that such regulation should be co-ordinated
regionally to reflect the demands of regional financial integration. Co-
ordination should cover agreement on guiding principles and a procedure
by which the principles could change over time, and provide a channel for
peer monitoring, implementation and mutual adjustment to address com-
mon regulatory challenges.8 Regionally co-ordinated minimal principles
that are not fixed in time but could evolve with the global finance system
would be more durable and relevant in today’s rapidly changing financial
world.

The need for capacity building, especially by weak and less developed
states that might have to regulate the activities of the world’s largest firms,
should also be acknowledged. East Asian states that lack domestic regu-
latory and supervisory capacity may be poorly equipped to participate in
further regional initiatives (Hamilton-Hart, 2003). To address this problem,
regional institutions, such as the ADB and the Asia-Pacific Economic Co-
operation (APEC) forum, need to assist developing countries with capac-
ity building. There are some incidences of region-wide capacity-building
efforts under the ABMI. The Japan–ASEAN Financial Technical Assis-
tance Fund was utilized by participating members to strengthen their
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monitoring systems and capacity to compile data. More recently, in 2009,
ASEAN+3 countries also agreed on the provision of technical assistance
from the ADB for a pilot project on cross-border infrastructure bond is-
suance by the Laos government in Thailand.

In sum, this realist approach promotes the idea of hard national rules and
soft international law. A mix such as this, for a given regulatory objective
and local context, would contribute in the long run to incremental yet
important progress in the development of the AFSD, an Asian version of
the Financial Stability Forum.

Decomposition and linkage

An agent-based strategic model based on the logic of decomposition and
linkage can be incorporated into the aforementioned realist approach. The
resulting rational-choice viewpoint is that Asian regional co-operation re-
quires negotiation and dialogue, sustained over many years, to cover mul-
tiple complex issues. In other words, the design of a regional financial
architecture involves iterated, rather than single-play, games. Under it-
erated game conditions, an actor’s expectation of future interactions can
influence decisions in the present. Co-operation is unlikely in the single-
play condition because players can neither turn to a central authority for
enforcement of an agreement to co-operate, nor expect any retaliation to
deter present defection. If players expect to face similar situations in the
future, however, then the prospects for co-operation may improve (Oye,
1985).

The game theory and institutional microeconomic literatures suggest
that reciprocity, or tit-for-tat, strategies in an iterated situation can be useful
in promoting co-operation by establishing a link between an actor’s present
behavior and expected future benefits. Some game theorists (e.g. Axelrod,
1984; Schelling, 1960) suggest that issue decomposition over time can create
favorable conditions for co-operation by lengthening the shadow of the
future. The basic logic of decomposition is that the temptation to defect
will be reduced if a deal is sliced up into increments. For instance, co-
operation on tariff reduction might be difficult if tariffs were to be reduced
in one jump. If they could be reduced incrementally, however, then co-
operation would be more likely. Decomposition logic is manifested in the
‘early-harvest schemes’ adopted in free trade agreements (FTAs) in Asia.
For example, Thailand and India signed a protocol to implement an early-
harvest scheme – a limited FTA for the gradual elimination of import tariffs
on a list of 82 items – in 2004. Accordingly, the import duties on products
on the fast-track list were halved in 2004, cut by 75 per cent in 2005 and
lifted altogether in 2006.

The logic of decomposition can also be applied to regional monetary
affairs to increase the chance of co-operation. The incremental elimination
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of the CMI–IMF linkage is consistent with such logic. When the CMI was
launched, some participating countries, notably Malaysia, opposed the
linkage of the CMI with IMF conditionality, whereas other members, such
as China and Japan, argued for the necessity of the CMI–IMF linkage in the
early stage of the development of the CMI to make it more credible. Inter-
state bargaining led to political compromise: the CMI–IMF linkage would
be reduced incrementally, while member countries would accept the link-
age as a temporary arrangement until an independent regional surveil-
lance mechanism could be put in place. The initial CMI required member
countries drawing more than 10 per cent of the contractual amount from
the funds in the CMI to accept IMF conditionality. In 2005, according to the
regional agreement, East Asian countries increased the amount of emer-
gency funds that could be withdrawn without IMF conditionality from
10 per cent to 20 per cent. This incremental approach has allowed for
the further expansion and multilateralization of the CMI by reducing the
temptation among Asian countries to veto or defect and placating the US,
EU and IMF, which might otherwise have opposed the independent nature
of the CMI in the early stage of Asian financial regionalism.9

Likewise, if an Asian deal on exchange rates or monetary policy co-
ordination can be implemented incrementally, then the temptation to veto
or defect may decrease. The recent proposal by Masahiro Kawai (2008:
17–19), Dean of the ADB Institute, of the implementation in three stages
of exchange rate policy co-ordination in East Asia also appears to reflect
decomposition logic. The three consecutive phases are: (1) informal co-
ordination, which would involve using a basket of G3-plus currencies (the
US dollar, the euro, the yen and emerging East Asian currencies) as a loose
reference; (2) formal co-ordination, which would feature a G3-plus cur-
rency basket system with well-defined rules for intraregional exchange
rate stability; and (3) tight and systemic co-ordination through the devel-
oped ACU-based system. Such an incremental and multi-phase approach
would provide favorable conditions for exchange rate policy co-ordination
by lengthening the shadow of the future.

Another approach to increase the iterative nature of the situation is cross-
issue linkage. The linkage approach presupposes that interstate relations
are rarely confined to one single-play issue of significance. When states
face a single-play situation on one issue, the temptation to defect can be
deterred by threats of future retaliation on other iterated issues. A state
concerned about one-time losses if another state devalues its currency may
thus link devaluation to an iterated environment or trade game. For ex-
ample, given China’s greater emphasis on nontraditional over traditional
security co-operation – in which the existing US-bilateral security ties are
not in favor of China – as a promising avenue for initial regional architec-
ture building (Wu, 2009: 69), one may consider linking China’s monetary
co-operation with other nontraditional security issues, such as terrorism,
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illegal immigration and drug trafficking. Such issue linkages are likely
to incentivize Beijing to restrain its otherwise more assertive behavior in
regional monetary co-operation, as the Chinese leadership may perceive
the potential benefits achievable through repeated co-operative games in
nontraditional security areas. By establishing a direct connection between
present behavior on a financial issue and future benefits related to a non-
financial issue, cross-issue linkage can lengthen the shadow of the future
and thereby increase the likelihood of regional financial co-operation. In
short, decomposition and linkage logic suggest that the prospect of future
gains may result in a more moderate attitude in the present.

It is important, however, to emphasize that the final outcome is not de-
termined by logic per se, but rather is heavily influenced by the specific
strategies and maneuvers of negotiators. Although the discussion of spe-
cific strategies is beyond the scope of this article, it may suffice to briefly
illustrate this point by using the example of negative bargaining or threats.
For instance, a message such as ‘I will not give you what you want on issue
1 unless you give me what I want on issue 2′ is typically not an effective
approach to creating a linkage. There is the risk that such negative bar-
gaining or threats may be viewed as blackmail by the other side and thus
undermine long-term negotiation relationships (Susskind, 1994: 91–98).
Even if it is feasible, on occasion, for one side in a negotiation to achieve
relative gains by making credible threats of this sort, a negative bargaining
strategy can significantly damage continuing negotiation relationships as
the party being blackmailed may seek revenge. Linkage and decomposi-
tion should be employed primarily to create additional joint gains, not as
a means of threatening or depriving states of benefits to which they are
already entitled.

Further, issue linkage and decomposition need to be carried out with the
consent of all of the participants involved. When disagreements emerge,
proponents must show a causal or functional connection between issues
(or deals) or a past precedent legitimizing such a connection. If the connec-
tion between otherwise unrelated issues and the potential benefits accruing
with a proposed issue linkage are not acceptable to all parties, then linkage
and decomposition are likely to be rejected or counterproductive. Identi-
fying (or understanding) such connections and benefits and persuading
(as opposed to coercing) the parties to accept them are among the most
important tasks of a negotiator. Understanding and persuasion constitute
the primary focus of social constructivists and can be facilitated by the
logic of informal intermediaries, as will be discussed below.

Informal intermediaries

Informal track-two diplomacy could be instrumental in resolving the prob-
lems of competition for power and weak regional norms and identity.
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Unofficial (or semi-official) interactions outside the formal government
structure can serve as channels for defusing potentially volatile issues
and as persuasion processes. Issues that are too controversial for formal
track-one meetings can be discussed in informal track-two talks involv-
ing professionals and (formal) government officials. This approach allows
discussion, persuasion and negotiation concerning controversial yet inno-
vative ideas, which might otherwise be discarded at the track-one level.

Track-two diplomacy can also depersonalize policy initiatives that
would otherwise be seen as more controversial due to the identity of
the proposers, which can sometimes be more important than the content
of the proposal itself (Desjardin, 1996). The same information can be in-
terpreted differently depending on the source: information from friends
is more persuasive than that from foes or strangers (Kuklinski and Hur-
ley, 1996). Based on this view, China would feel less comfortable with a
proposal made by its regional rival, Japan, than if the same proposal were
made by Thailand at an official governmental meeting. If an informal and
unofficial track-two consensus process can have the effect of depersonal-
izing proposals, then the destabilizing effects of controversial issues may
decrease. This could, in turn, create a social environment conducive to
persuasion and socialization, resulting in the internalization of new ideas
and norms.

In addition, informal track-two meetings could help in the cultivation
of ties of common interest, consensual knowledge and personal friend-
ship among policy elites in the region. Such transnational elite networks
would create and consolidate the sense of regional solidarity (or identity)
needed to deepen monetary and financial co-operation. A stronger sense
of community would contribute to the convergence of state preferences for
an East Asian financial architecture, minimizing or neutralizing the nega-
tive effects of the absence of a benign regional hegemon that is capable of
providing discipline or encouragement for regional co-operation.

East Asian players have become accustomed to track-two mechanisms
over the past decades. Such mechanisms have contributed to the stability
and legitimacy of the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), a multilateral se-
curity body, for instance, by socializing skeptics, notably China, to accept
multilateralism (Acharya, 1997; Johnston, 2008). ARF-sponsored track-two
activities could help to filter out many particularly controversial issues,
define a track-one agenda that might not have otherwise appeared, and
increase the level of comfort of participants with multilateralism. In the
international financial arena, there are some instances of the embryonic
development of informal intermediaries. The Kobe Research Project was
launched by the Asia–Europe Meeting (ASEM) Finance Ministers in 2001.
The project was intended to promote interregional research on issues re-
lated to Asian monetary and financial co-operation. A number of academic
researchers and experts from Asia, Europe and the US were invited to
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conduct joint research and disseminate their research results for policy-
making and policy dialogues among member countries. Another notable
example is the Network of East Asian Think-tanks (NEAT). The NEAT was
established in Beijing in 2003 on the recommendation of the ASEAN+3-
sponsored East Asia Study Group. The NEAT’s working groups have ad-
dressed a variety of issues concerning East Asian community building
and presented their policy proposals at the NEAT’s annual meetings. The
groups include, among others, East Asian Financial Cooperation (steered
by China) and Intra-regional Exchange Rate Stability and Prevention of Fi-
nancial Crisis in East Asia (steered by Japan). In addition, the Asian Policy
Forum, which was launched in 1999 with the support of the ADB Insti-
tute, has also served as a track-two channel. More recently, the ASEAN+3
Bond Market Forum (ABMF), comprising bond market experts from across
the region, was created in 2010 to provide new regulatory ideas about
Asian bond markets. The aforementioned regional forums provide infor-
mal channels for discussion, understanding and persuasion related to new
policy ideas, issue linkage and common interests.

It is important to note here that informal track-two dialogues are by
no means without limitations. As one acute observer (Acharya, 2011) has
noted, there is also the risk of entrapment. Some scholars or experts might
become unwilling to provide dissenting or provocative opinions for fear
of risking their access and privileges. Despite the perceived risk and lim-
itations associated with them, the present article maintains that track-two
mechanisms potentially have more leverage to facilitate co-operation in fi-
nancial areas compared with areas concerning political and security issues,
which often involve conflicts related to core national interests (e.g. terri-
torial integrity). Generally speaking, monetary co-operation is relatively
less politically sensitive than are many security or human right issues,
which make it difficult for experts (especially from authoritarian regimes)
to question the official position of their own governments. Moreover, the
technically complex nature of financial policies is likely to reduce the influ-
ence of non-specialist participants who might otherwise have hijacked an
innovative track-two process in the service of their own narrowly defined
political interests. Lastly, but not least, the formative stages in the develop-
ment of Asian financial regionalism could create more space for new ideas
and input from the epistemic community compared with established in-
stitutions, such as ASEAN and APEC, which were launched in 1967 and
1989, respectively. In short, on the financial front, there remains consider-
able potential for the use of informal intermediaries in the years ahead.

CONCLUSION

This article draws on a variety of theoretical perspectives to improve our
understanding of regional institutions, rather than turning the analysis of
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institutions into an arena for abstract debates over which theory is ‘best’. In
doing so, it demonstrates how integrative insights drawn from the realist,
liberal and constructivist traditions – as opposed to universalist neo-liberal
approaches – can be useful for developing a comprehensive understanding
of the dynamic process of regional institution building in the post-crisis
world. Specifically, it illustrates how generic knowledge or theory can help
policymakers in designing an East Asian financial architecture.

The long-term goals of the Asian financial architectural design include
transforming the CMIM into an Asian Monetary Fund (an Asian version
of the IMF), establishing an Asian Financial Stability Board, developing
robust Asian bond markets and creating an Asian Currency Unit and com-
mon exchange rate regime. These ambitious projects will obviously require
Asian states to cede some degree of sovereignty, keep in check power
struggles, address structural diversity and collective action problems and
strengthen the regional identity and norms. To address some dimensions
of such problems, this study advocates several generic solutions: princi-
pled minimalism and host regulation, decomposition and issue linkage,
and informal intermediaries.

Designing a regional financial architecture could be a creative, incre-
mental and open-ended process, rather than a singular, tightly controlled
and mechanical one with predetermined outcomes. There is the risk that
concrete plans or cookie-cutter approaches may impose unnecessary lim-
its on the creative process. The proposed policy-applicable theory may be
useful to practitioners who need to become creative and effective problem
solvers during the long-term process of institution building. The generic
and comprehensive knowledge could help policy designers to (1) make de-
sign decisions holistically by addressing simultaneously multiple aspects
of a design problem, and (2) make conditional design decisions, recogniz-
ing that the decision may or may not turn out to be successful as progress
is made toward a final solution.

The analysis and design of an Asian financial architecture bear directly
on the future of the international monetary order. Continued progress in
the development of an institutional architecture for an East Asian financial
system may contribute to the decentralizing tendency in global financial
governance. Leading scholars claim that the international monetary sys-
tem in the post-global crisis world is becoming increasingly fragmented
and multilayered (see, for example, Calleo, 2009; Cohen, 2009; Helleiner,
2009; Helleiner and Pagliari, 2011; Kawai et al., 2009). Specifically, the
world of monetary regulations and rules is becoming increasingly strati-
fied, and more than one regulatory regime may emerge and compete with
or complement another. European initiatives to set up regional financial
stability institutions, such as the European Systemic Risk Board and the
European System of Financial Supervisors, together with recent discus-
sions regarding the development of a European monetary fund (Ewing
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and Saltmarsh, 2010), are likely to reinforce such a decentralizing trend.
More fundamentally, decentralized power configurations (or the absence
of a benign hegemon) and normative fragmentation (or the absence of a
new global consensus) at the global level appear to make the creation of
powerful overarching global regimes less feasible in the near future.

There are legitimate concerns about fragmentation. Without some type
of co-ordination, decentralized regulatory regimes among competing
states might increase the risk of monetary instability in highly integrated
global markets. A global super-regulator with centralized authority to take
decisive action and responsibility for the whole system would be, at least
in theory, more effective in responding to a financial crisis.

However, a fragmented mode of global governance, or ‘cooperative
decentralization’ (Helleiner and Pagliari, 2011: 192) (as opposed to un-
cooperative fragmentation), while not perfect, may still be desirable as
a second-best option. Effective co-ordination among global, regional and
country-based regulators may be possible so long as key players can learn
to pursue public goods or welfare gains together, as liberal positive-sum
views suggest. Decentralized governance also has the merit of providing
‘checks and balances’, which is at the core of realism’s balancing logic.
Highly centralized power in a single overarching global institution can be
abused or misapplied and, thus, dangerous. From this perspective, power
should be subject to checks and balances, which would be facilitated by
the coexistence of and competition among multiple regimes. Furthermore,
a decentralized system would also be consistent with the normative struc-
ture of the post-global crisis world, namely, general skepticism of one-size-
fits-all solutions. A single universal approach does not always fit a specific
local situation (Rodrik, 2007). Multilayered international financial gover-
nance could prove to be compatible with regional diversity and national
variations in capitalism in the post-crisis world (Helleiner, 2009).

It is difficult to know whether the proposed East Asian financial ar-
chitecture will work better than others a priori. It can be assessed by the
international community only following a lengthy trial-and-error period.
Nevertheless, new Asian regional initiatives would encourage greater in-
tellectual diversity among policy elites and thus help to avoid the problem
of group-think, that is, the domination of a policy community by a nar-
row stratum of intellectually insular technocrats, or conceptual imprison-
ment. The evolving East Asian financial architecture, financial regionalism
around the globe, and the subsequently more decentralized global finan-
cial system call for academic and policy debates to shift more analytical
attention from policy convergence or compliance to policy co-ordination,
which should involve the mutual recognition of other national and regional
standards in the post-crisis world. Hopefully, the pluralist, integrative, re-
visionist (or post-Washington Census) approach to an East Asian finan-
cial architecture presented herein can contribute to the growing body of
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theoretically informed empirical work on the feasibility and desirability of
the normative fragmentation of the post-crisis global financial governance.
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NOTES

1 Skeptics of Asian financial regionalism tend to compare East Asia today with Eu-
rope in recent times – not the initial stage of European monetary co-operation –
to highlight, if not exaggerate, the variation in the level of institutionalized
co-operation, ignoring the different time span. Effective European monetary
co-operation emerged only in the mid-1980s, after more than the decade of
negotiation or bargaining among key countries (Moravcsik, 1998: 238–313). In
fact, the late 1970s and early 1980s were widely perceived as an era of Euro-
pessimism.

2 For analytical purposes, this article differentiates three theoretical perspectives –
simplified versions or ideal types of theories. It is noted, however, that these per-
spectives are likely to be intermingled in the real world and used in combination
by many writers on this subject.

3 A familiar liberal perspective, the domestic politics approach, is not discussed
herein. This approach focuses on how domestic societal interests and bureau-
cratic incentives can influence national preferences for regional co-operation.
However, relatively little of the literature (with the notable exception of Amyx
[2004]) features such an approach with regards to Asian financial co-operation,
compared to other economic areas such as trade policy. This may be related to
the complexity of financial issues, the less obvious distributional consequences
and the substantial autonomy of central banks from legislative assemblies.

4 One possibility is that East Asia’s enthusiasm for exchange rate stabilization
could be boosted by the continuing dollar weakness and the prospect of a cur-
rency war, if the history of European monetary integration is any guide. Ger-
many repeatedly initiated or supported exchange rate stabilization and thereby
encouraged European monetary co-operation during periods of dollar weak-
ness, such as those from 1969 to 1973 and from 1977 to 1979, in part out of
its concern that a weak dollar generated unpleasant upward pressure on the
German mark and hurt Germany’s export competitiveness. This hypothesis is
consistent with one variant of realist logic, namely, that East Asia’s discussion
of the ACU and other exchange rate stability issues may signify the region’s
interest in insulating itself against the possibly destructive exchange rate policy
of the US, as well as a preference for gradual disengagement from the US dollar.

5 For a similar discussion of whether macroeconomic convergence should precede
monetary integration in the early stage of European monetary integration, see
Dyson (1994: 65–67).

6 The empirical analyses of Walter (2010) and Katada (2010) suggest that China
and Japan have not taken a strong stance in pressing for international regulatory
change during the recent global financial crisis.

7 Space limitations preclude the provision in this article of a comprehensive re-
view of all of the logically possible solutions. Thus, for instance, this article does
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not consider relatively familiar solutions, such as transparency, which is a typical
liberal solution to collective action problems. In the liberal view, strengthening
the surveillance and monitoring functions of the Economic Review and Policy
Dialogue (ERPD) would be one possible solution.

8 It is conceivable that the competition among states to attract international cap-
ital could lead to lax or poor regulation (i.e. ‘race to the bottom’ and ‘regula-
tory arbitrage’) in the absence of strong international standards. However, such
legitimate concerns should not be overstated. Under principled minimalism,
host-country national regulation can be co-ordinated regionally to address com-
petitive pressures. For example, the ASEAN+3 Bond Market Forum (ABMF),
comprising Asian financial experts, was established in 2010 and is expected to
play a key role in co-ordinating regionally the regulations and practices of Asia’s
local currency bond markets. In addition, as the transnational private financial
sector has become more divided and weaker today than it was in the pre-crisis
world (Helleiner and Pagliari, 2011: 179), its political pressure or capacity would
be relatively less significant than the advocates of the universal international
standards might conjecture.

9 As discussed earlier, the IMF significantly revised its policy on conditionality,
as reflected in its recently introduced Flexible Credit Line, which permits some
IMF loans without prior review or ex ante conditionality. In this respect, the
delinking of the CMIM from the IMF program may become a less divisive issue
between East Asia and external economic powers in the post-crisis world. In
the early stage of the CMI, however, there was a strong political imperative
for East Asia to avoid antagonizing the US and its G-7 allies, who could have
opposed the CMI lacking the IMF linkage and thereby frustrated Asia’s regional
initiative as in the case of the aborted Asian Monetary Fund in 1997.
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